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PROPERTIES OF RS-COMPACT SPACES

By Woo CHORL HONG

O. Introduction

In [3J the concept of an RS-compact space was defined. In this paper.
we show that the product space of RS-compact spaces is not RS-compact
ahd prove that each. M-compact metrlZable space is :finite. Finally. we in
vestigate the irresolute image of any weak RS-compact Hausdorff space in
any Hausdorff space is closed.

In order for this paper to be as self-contained as possible. the following
definitions are given. A subset U of a topological space is regular semi-open
DJ if there exists a regular open set V such that VcUcCI(V). A to
pological space X is RS-compact (weak RS-compact) if every regular semi
open cover has a finite subfamily whose interiors cover X (resp. if every
regular semi-open cover has a finite subcover). A topological space is extre
mally disconnected [8J if the closure of every open set is open. A subset S
of a topological space is semi-open [4J if there exists an open set 0 such
that OeSeCl(O). A function f: X~Y is said to be irresolute [4J if the
inverse itrulge of every semi-open set is semi-open.

1. Products of RS-eompact spaces

In Theorem 2. 4 of [3J. we proved that "Let {Xi liE I} be a family of
topological spaces. If DiXi is RS-compact, then Xi is RS-compact for each
i E 1." In this section we prove that the inverse lof Theorem 2. 4 is false

as shown by the following example.

THEOREM 1. 1. Every extremally disconnected. compact space is RS-compact.

Proof. Suppose that {Ut} iel is a regJ.llar sewi-open cover of an extremaIly
disConnected arid compaCt space X. Theh there is a regular open lret Vi such
that Vie UieC1(Vi) for each iE1. Since X is extremally disconnected and
each Vi=Int (Cl (Vi»' U;=Int(Ui) for each iEI. Thus X is RS-compa.ct
since X is compact.

CoROLLARY 1. 2. [3N is RS-compact.

Proof. f3N is compact and extremally disconnected [zJ. By Theorem 1
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fiN is fiS -compact.
Combining the results of Theorem 1. 1 [3J and Theorem 7 [6J, we have

the following theorem.

THEOREM 1. 3. If X is an RS-compact Hausdorff space, then X is extre
mally disconnected.

EXAMPLE. fiN is RS-compact and extremally disconnected. Although f3NX
fiN is Hausdorff, it is not extremally disconnected [2, p. 97]. Therefore,
by Theorem 1. 3, f3NXj3N is not RS-compact. It is thus show that the pro
duct of two RS-compact spaces is not necessarily RS-compact.

2. RS-eompaet metrizable spaces

LEMMA 2. 1. Each RS-compact and semiregular space is compact.

Proof. Let {OiliEI} be an open cover of the space X. Since X is semi
regular, there is a regular open basis B and we have a regular open cover
{Bi I for each i E I, 0 0= UjB.J where Bi E B}. By hypothesis, there exists
a finite subfamily {Bi /} of {B/} such that X = Uk Int (Bi /). Hence we ha
ve a- finite subcover of {Oi}' thus X is compact.

REMARK [5]. A Tcspace X is metrizable if and only if it is semiregular.

THEOREM 2. 2. Each RS-compact metrizable space is finite.

Proof. Suppose that an RS-compact metrizable space X is infinite. Since
X is compact by Lemma 2. 1, it is not discrete. Thus X has an accumula
tion point x. Let {UnlnEN} be a local base at x such that U1=X, Un
is open in X and Cl (Un+1) C Un for each nE N. Let {Nk IkEN} be a family
of pairwise disjoint infinite subsets of N (N=the set of positive integers)
such that U {NklkEN} =N. For each kEN, we set V k= {x} U U {Cl(Un)

CI(Un+1) InENk}' Then {VklkEN} is a regular semi-open cover of X. If
nEN, then U {Int(Vk) Iksn} c U {Cl(Vk) IkSn} -=/=x. Thus X is not RS
compact. This contradicts.

3. Irresolute images of weak RS-compaet spaces

In this section we shall show that the irresolute image of any weak RS
compact Hausdorff space in any Hausdorff space is closed.·

DEFINITION 3.1. A filterbase F= {Ao} is said to be rs-accumulate a point
x if for every regular semi-open set V containing x and for every AoEF,
Ao nCl( V) *efi.
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THEOREM 3. 2. For a topological space the following are equivalent:
a) X is weak RS-compact.
b) For each family of regular semi-closed (i. e., the complement of a reg

ular semi-open set is regular semi-closed.) sets {Fa} sueh that nFa=ifJ, then
there exists a finite subfamily {Fa;} such that nl=lFa; = ifJ·

c) Each filterbase F= {Ai} rs-accumulates to some point xE X.

Proof. a) ~c). Let F= {A;} be a filterbase. Suppose that F does not
rs-accumulate to any point. This implies that every xEX, there exists a
regular semi-open set Vx containing x and an A;xE F such that A;x nCl (Vx)
=ifJ. Obviously {VxlxEX} is a regular semi-open cover of X and by hypo
thesis there exists a finite subfamily such that U1=1 Vx; = X (= n1=1 Cl (Vx)'

Since F is filterbase, there exists an AjEF such that Ajc n'i=lAix;' Hence,
A j nCI(Vx;) =ifJ, for each i=1,2, ...,n, which implies Ajn (U;'=lCI(Vx)=
A j n X =ifJ, contradicting the fact that A j *-ifJ.

c) ~b). Let {Fa} be a collection of regular semi-closed sets such that
nFa =ifJ. Suppose that for every finite subfamily, n1=1 Fa; *- ifJ. Therefore
F= {nt=lFa;InE N, Fa;E {Fa}} forms a fiIterbase. By hypothesis, F rs-accu
mulates to some point xE X. This implies that for every regular semi-open
set Vx containing x, FanCl(Vx) *-9, for every aEI. Since xt/. nFa there
exists an jEI such that xt/.Fj • Hence x is contained in the regular semi
open set X-Fj. Therefore

Fj nCl (X-Fj ) ~Fj n(X-Int(Fj» =ifJ,

contradicting the fact that Frs-accumulates to the point x.

b) ~a) The proof is omitted (cf. Theorem 2.2 [3J).

THEOREM 3.3. The irresolute image of any weak RS-compact Hausdorff
space in any Hausdorff space is closed.

Proof. Let f : X-4Y be an irresolute function from a weak RS-compact
Hausdorff space X to a Hausdorff space Y. Let yECI(f(X» and N(y) be
the open neighborhood fiIterbase about y. By hypothesis, the fiIterbase F=
f- I {N(y)} has an rs-accumulation point x. We claim that the filterbase
f(F) accumulates to ((x) in the usual sense. Indeed, let V be any open set
containing j(x). Then f-I(V) is a semi-open set containing x, and there
fore for every WE N(y) , f -I(W) EF, and I-I(W) nCI(f-I(V» *-ifJ. We
have Int(j-I(W» nlnt(f-I(V» *-9. Therefore, wn V~f(j-I(W)n
1-1 (V» ~ f(Int(f -I(W» nlnt( (-1 (V») *9. Since W and V were arbitra
ily chosen, we have that f(F) accumulates to I(x) in the usual sense. But
f(F) is a finer fiIterbase than N(y), hence N(y) accumulates tOf(x). Since
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N(y) obviously converses to y, we have by the Hausdorff property that
I(x) =y. Hence, yE/(X) and I(X) is closed in Y.

I would like to thank Professor Takashi Noiri for his invaluable suggesti
ons in preparing this paper.
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